Old Business

   a. Sessions were held in late April and were well attended by library personnel.
2. Encore Duet as landing page for public access computers.
   a. Any problems/suggestions/feedback?

New Business

1. Global updates for Health Sciences Library
   b. Will withdrawn materials be suppressed by cataloging, or shall I?
   c. Multiple Updates for nursing materials will be needed, CM has a plan.
   a. Thoughts on reloading (timeline, with/without Law, no longer necessary, staff time)?
3. New location proposed: Microform Guides
4. Law updates?
   a. Got a quote for Encore Duet, working on Serial Solutions.
5. ILL update holdings in Connexion.
   a. Elizabeth had concerns and will discuss them with Steve: report?

Ongoing / No updates

1. Using QR codes to highlight new TBR eBooks in sparse areas of collection
   a. Pilot project will start with How-To guides.